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Workflow Start Up Tasks 

Acquisitions 
 

A. Manual Ordering Acquisitions Startup Tasks 

Documentation: Polaris Help-Polaris Topics…Acquisitions and Polaris ILS 

Acquisitions Workflow Consult (WC) PPT 
1. Create Supplier records (Polaris ILS Acquisitions WC PPT; slides 15-17) 
2. Create Fiscal Year (Polaris ILS Acquisitions WC PPT; slides 7-8) 
3. Define Fund Structure (Polaris ILS Acquisitions WC PPT; slide 10) 
4. Create Funds (Polaris ILS Acquisitions WC PPT; slides 9-12) 
5. Create Import profiles for on-order record importing (Note: currently use profile defined 

simple numeric deduplication rules, not system rules for record matching. See sample 
import profiles). (Polaris ILS Acquisitions WC PPT; slides 23-24; Appendix 1_Common 
Import Profile Settings) 

6. Allocate funds or allocate an "exceed fund balance" amount on the Fund Balances view 
(which allows you to run a negative balance in Polaris until true fund allocations are 
completed. (Polaris ILS Acquisitions WC PPT; slides 13-14) 

7. Create On-Order Item Templates (Polaris ILS Acquisitions WC PPT; slides 25-26) 
8. Create Purchase order templates for manual order suppliers (Polaris ILS Acquisitions WC 

PPT; slide 27) 
9. Create On-Order Bibliographic Templates, especially for commonly ordered other than 

regular type book formats, such as CD audiobook, DVD and Large-Type books. (Polaris 
ILS Acquisitions WC PPT; slide 28) 

10. Set up Z39.50 targets for MARC record copy (e.g. OCLC, LC, other large public or 
academic library catalogs). (Polaris ILS Cataloging WC PPT; slide 4; Appendix 3_OCLC 
Z39.50-compatible Type of material (TOM) limits; Appendix 10. Polaris and OCLC) 
 
 

B. Additional Startup Tasks if Supplier Online Ordering Website Supports Grid and MARC 
Output: 
 
Documentation: Polaris Help-Polaris Topics…Acquisitions and Supplier Support 
Documents/Website 
 

1. Create grid to output 970 fields (Polaris ILS Acquisitions WC PPT; slides 20-21; 
Appendix 2 970 subfields and data values) 

2. Define MARC fields for Order Records, if necessary (Appendix 2 970 subfields and 
data values) 

3. Add 970 to order record import profiles as a field to be retained if the incoming 
MARC record is rejected. (Appendix 1_Common Import Profile Settings) 
 

C. Additional Startup Tasks for Automated Acquisitions (EDI) 

Documentation: Automated Acquisitions Guide  
1. Gather all account information for each EDI supplier 
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2. Apply for or confirm your FTP/EDI address & username/password, and incoming, 
and outgoing filenames, as well as the PO file extension (e.g. .po) for each supplier 

3. Enter your ordering branch/branches SAN (usually you can get this from Baker & 
Taylor, or the American Library Directory) in your Branch organization record in 
Polaris Administration 

4. Schedule your EDI Training 
5. Contact each EDI supplier and let them know you will be sending a live EDI order on 

the date of the EDI training 
6. If you plan to use ASN shipping/receiving, verify that EDI supplier is ready to start 

ASN shipping at date of EDI training 
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D. Additional Startup Tasks for Automated Acquisitions (Enriched EDI/Shelfready) 

 
Documentation: Polaris Topics…Acquisitions 
 

1. Create an Enriched EDI Import Profile for full MARC record with item creation 
2. Notify suppliers to add order record 001 control number to incoming full MARC 

record 035 $a to guarantee 1 to 1 bibliographic record matching and overlay 
3. Define 949 field subfields for item creation, especially $e for POLI Segment ID 

number with Supplier 
4. Identify or create on-order item template to be used in combination with 949 data 

to build full item records 
5. Review Create Item Call Number Hierarchy table and make it match 949 subfields 

 
E. Additional Startup Tasks for Claiming (Acquisitions) 

 
Documentation: Polaris Topics…Acquisitions – Claiming 
 

1. Verify Supplier records are complete: 
a. Make sure supplier notification settings are complete and correct for each 

supplier you will claim from 
b. Add the claiming criteria for each supplier (and type of order). Note – you 

may need to create more than one supplier record per supplier and account 
if you plan to claim types of materials that require different claiming 
intervals, for example forthcoming title vs available-now titles) 
 

F. Acquisitions Migration Considerations 
a. Legacy Orders/Invoices cleanup 
b. When to stop ordering in Legacy 
c. How to migrate cancelled orders 
d. Recreating orders in Polaris 
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Cataloging 
 
G. Cataloging Start-up Tasks - Administration 

Documentation: Polaris Help-Polaris Topics…Cataloging Administration (System 
Administration training webinar) 
 
1. Identify Classification Schemes and populate the item call number hierarchy policy table 
2. Identify fields to retain and delete and populate the Bibliographic Tags to Retain/Delete 

policy table) 
3. Review the “MARC Validation – Bibliographic” cataloging profile to adjust tags to be 

validated, tags to accept without validation and tag order in Bibliographic records 
4. Review “Bibliographic Deduplication Rules” database table and add or adjust system 

rules for deduplication 
5. Make decisions about retaining deleted bibliographic records, item records, and 

authority records, and edit the associated cataloging profiles. Review record deletion 
procedures. 

6. Create Z39.50 remote server targets for sources of MARC records and for sources of 
authority records. (Polaris ILS Cataloging WC PPT; slide 4; Appendix 3_OCLC Z39.50-
compatible Type of material (TOM) limits; Appendix 10. Polaris and OCLC) 

7. Enable the “Delete MARC tags when saving Z39.50 records to local database” cataloging 
profile if desired. 
 

H. Cataloging Start-up Tasks - Templates 
Documentation: Polaris Help-Polaris Topics…Cataloging and Polaris ILS Cataloging (WC) 
Workflow Consult PPT 
 
1. Create bibliographic templates (Polaris ILS Cataloging WC PPT; slides 14-15) 
2. Create item templates (Polaris ILS Cataloging WC PPT; slides 17-18) 
3. Review settings in “on-the-fly” (OTF) item templates to be sure assigned branch is 

correct, and that any needed free-text blocks have been added to the templates. Decide 
if OTF created bibliographic records and item should display in the PAC, and check 
settings in the templates. 

4. Create import profiles for final cataloging records from authoritative sources, such as 
OCLC, Enriched EDI suppliers, etc. (Polaris ILS Cataloging WC PPT; slides 5-13; Appendix 
1. Common Import Profile Settings) 

5. Review procedures for syncing local holdings with bibliographic utilities and/or regional 
consortia (Note – the decision to retain bibliographic records will affect at what point 
libraries may harvest OCLC numbers of deleted titles to report to OCLC WorldCat). 

6. Review spine label settings (Polaris ILS Cataloging WC PPT; slides 19-20) 
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Serials 
 
I. Serials Start-up Tasks – Administrative 

Documentation: Polaris Help-Polaris Topics…Serials Administration  
1. Review all serials administration settings 
2. Review but do not enable settings for claiming (serials claiming may be automatic or 

manual, but should not be enabled until serials holdings records have been created, and 
all received issues have been checked in) 
 

J. Serials Start-up Tasks  
Documentation: Polaris Help-Polaris Topics…Serials and Polaris ILS Serials (WC) Workflow 
Consult PPT 
 
 
1. If serial items will be created during check-in, create serial item templates for each 

Branch/Collection/Material type combination. (Polaris ILS Serials WC PPT; slide 11) 
2. Create Serials Holdings Records for all serial titles  
3. Create Subscription records for all serial titles, or for a subset of in-house managed 

serials if most serial titles are managed externally (e.g. by WT Cox, EBSCO etc.) 
4. Create Serial Supplier records (Polaris ILS Serials WC PPT; slides 8-10) 
5. Check in any received issues that have come in during the system migration. 

NOTE:  If serials data has not been migrated, discuss options for retroactively checking in 
issues, or just checking in the earliest received issue to create an accurate compressed 
holdings statement in the PAC. 
 

 
 

 


